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TRUE VISIBILITY SUITE FOR NEW RELIC
Make the best APM even better with this suite of agentless plugins

As new, more distributed applications have 
become the norm, the IT stack has fundamentally 
changed in order to support them. New Relic 
users like you are often ahead of the curve in 
cloud adoption, but even cloud-first organiza-
tions often rely on a mix of on- and off-premises 
resources. The Blue Medora True Visibility Suite 
extends New Relic capabilities to your entire 
heterogeneous IT stack.

The True Visibility Suite includes dozens of New 
Relic Insights-enabled plugins which aggregate 
individual resource data from the leading server, 
storage, compute and database applications. 
This jointly-engineered solution gives you end-
to-end visibility into your applications and their 
dependencies, regardless of where they reside.

See What You Need, Where You Want 
Make New Relic your centralized-IT operations 
monitoring platform. By adding the True Visibility 
Suite, you’ll get all the critical details about your 
IT infrastructure inside New Relic you can:

Reduce cross-team friction by eliminating 
MTTI hunts through, siloed infrastructure 
tools.

Increase application availability by pinpoint-
ing problems faster and more accurately 
with dependency-aware dashboards.

Clear up alert storms with built-in policies 
that disable alerts for your dev environment 
and other less-critical resources.

Drill down with native-tool detail using sub-
views to find noisy neighbors, bandwidth 
vampires and bad queries impacting app 
performance.

Turn Data Into Decisions 
Make better, data-driven decisions about your IT 
environment using the Blue Medora True Visibility 
Suite to add thousands of data points to New Relic 
Insights. With real-time, comprehensive data and 
analytics on your entire IT environment you can:

Proactively resolve potential issues that 
may impact end-users before they spread 
to the rest of your stack.

Take action immediately with intelligent 
recommendations that accurately address 
the root cause.

Increase cross-team collaboration with 
2-click reporting that makes it easier to 
share optimization strategies across your 
organization.

Give your Dev/Ops fast feedback on how 
new applications and patches perform in 
production.

Accurately predict future resource pur-
chases with a full understandings of usage 
patterns and geographical trends.

Deploy with confidence 
The True Visibility Suite was co-developed by 
Blue Medora and New Relic, giving it several 
advantages over other solutions the market.

BETTER VISIBILITY 
BOOSTS IT OPERATIONS

2.6X low error rates on 
IT services

2.2X more likely to  
have high availability

40% more likely to 
have proactive problem 
detection

3X more likely to 
resolve issues faster
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Aberdeen Group, “What you can’t see can 
hurt you: Improving IT Operations with a 
Comprehensive Approach to IT analytics,”  
April, 2016.
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Learn more about the True Visibility Suite for New Relic at bluemedora.com/newrelic

FEATURE BLUE MEDORA TVS NATIVE TOOLS DIY

Full-Stack Visibility

Dashboards

Insights Integration

NPI Compatible

Post-Purchase Support

Day 0 updates

Centralized monitoring in APM


